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Non-Position Upload (cont.) 
 

Using a Template to Enter Budget Data  
 

 

7. Once on the Non-Position Upload screen, read and review the tips 
and instructions on formatting on the left hand side for accessing 
the sample Excel Template.   

8. Click on the link to download the sample template (for example, 
NonPosUploadTemplateJune2017.xlsx).  

9. Download the sample template. The process for downloading the 
template will vary based upon the browser and browser version 
being used.   Contact your local IT support for assistance with 
downloading the sample template.   
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Non-Position Upload (cont.) 
 

 

 

10. Before entering data, leave the template tabs as they are, even if 
they are not lined up with the column headings - the system will 
only read the numbers. 

11. Notice the first row of data under the column headings (Row 2) is 
an example for reference and should be deleted or typed over with 
relevant data. 

12. Refer to the list below of the column labels and explanations 
located on the Format Base and Transfer Excel spreadsheet tab 
as you enter budget data in the columns: 

Column Column 
Label 

Explanation 

A Layout 
Version 

Layout where the upload will be applied.  

B Company 
Code 

Usually company 0010, infrequently 0014 and 0015. 

C Fund Seven digit cost object in company 0010, nine digit cost 
object in company codes 0014 and 0015. 

D Cmmt Item Indicates the six digit G/L account.   
E Line Item Identifies the item number for the Commitment Item/GL 

Account. This is useful especially if adding more lines for 
a single G/L account.  

F Spread Code Used to identify how you will spread your budget. Do not 
include manual spreads on this sheet.   

G Appr/Offset Only use if using 8xxxxx G/L Account/ Commitment Item 
codes. If no Appr/Offset, delete any data in the column. 

H New Budget Used to enter the new budget amount. 
I Comments For use of Text attached to row. Each comment can be 

viewed in the Base and Multi-Package Layouts using the 
indicators in the “Comments” Column. Avoid special 
characters, use letters and numbers. 
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Non-Position Upload (cont.) 
 

 

 
13. To delete a row, highlight the entire row using the row number in 

the left margin and use the Delete key on the keyboard (do not just 
erase data or blank out a row as this will create an upload error). 
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Non-Position Upload (cont.) 
 

  

14. If using the manual spread option, click on the spreadsheet titled 
Format Manual Spread to upload the monthly spreads.  If you are 
not using manual spreads, you MUST delete this sheet. 

15. Leave the row of column headings and enter data in the template 
beginning in Row 2 – refer to the list below for the column labels 
and explanations of each column located in the Format Manual 
Spread Template Excel spreadsheet: 

Column Column 
Label 

Explanation 

A Layout 
Version 

Layout where the upload will be applied.  

B Company 
Code 

Usually company 0010, infrequently 0014 and 0015 

C Fund Seven digit cost object in company 0010, nine digit cost 
object in company codes 0014 and 0015 

D Cmmt Item Indicates the six digit G/L account  
E Line Item Identifies the item number for the Commitment Item/GL 

Account. This is useful especially if adding more lines for 
a single G/L account. 

F Spread Code Use HHH to indicate a manual spread.  
 

G New Budget Used to enter the new budget amount 
H-S Fiscal Period 

1-12 
Used to enter the appropriate amount in the period where 
you will spend the funds.  

16. IMPORTANT: Be sure to delete the tab if you did not use it (for 
example: Format Manual Spread).  

17. Use the Excel Save button frequently to save the data. 
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16 IMPORTANT: Delete this 
tab if not using this tab. 
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Non-Position Upload (cont.) 
 

 
18. Optional: To ensure the formatting is correct throughout the 

template, highlight the example text in the first row of the 
spreadsheet.  

19. Click on the  Format Painter button in the upper left 
hand corner of the spreadsheet. The pointer changes to a 
paintbrush icon. This is helpful to use when you’ve copied in text 
from another excel spreadsheet and want to ensure the formatting 
is correct.  

20. Use your mouse to apply the copied format to the entire layout. 
Click ESC to stop formatting.  

21. Use the Excel Save button frequently to save the data. 
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